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Is frailty associated with life-space mobility and perceived autonomy in participation outdoors? – A longitudinal study

BACKGROUND. Essential aspects of independence in community mobility among older people concern the control over where, when and how to participate (perceived autonomy), and actual mobility (life-space mobility; frequency, distance and need of assistance). We studied relationships between frailty and life-space mobility and perceived autonomy in participation outdoors among community-dwelling 75-90-years-old people.

METHODS. Longitudinal analyses of the “Life-space mobility in old age” cohort study (N=753). Life-space mobility (Life-Space Assessment, range 0-120) and perceived autonomy in participation outdoors (Impact on Participation and Autonomy subscale “autonomy outdoors”, range 0-20) were assessed at baseline and two years later. Baseline frailty indicators were: unintentional weight loss (self-report), weakness (5 times chair rise), exhaustion (self-report), slowness (2.44m walk), and low physical activity (self-report).

RESULTS. In total, 53% had no frailty, 43% pre-frailty (1-2 frailty indicators) and 4% frailty (≥3 indicators). Generalized Estimation Equation models showed that life-space mobility was lower among those with frailty and pre-frailty compared to those without frailty and in addition, declined at a faster pace. Perceived autonomy in participation outdoors was more restricted among those with frailty and pre-frailty compared to those without frailty, but the rate of decline did not differ.

CONCLUSIONS. Frailty was associated with more restricted life-space mobility and poorer perceived autonomy in the decision making concerning community mobility. Over the follow-up, frailty predicted a steeper decline in life-space mobility but not in perceived autonomy. Further study is warranted determine whether compensation strategies or changes in valuation of activities underlie this discrepancy.
INTRODUCTION

The prevalence of participation restrictions among community-dwelling older people increases with age [1] and often relates to mobility activities in the community [1,2]. Participation restrictions refer to difficulties a person may experience in life situations. An important quantifiable indicator of participation is life-space mobility, which reflects the spatial area a person moves through in daily life, the frequency of movement and need of assistance [3]. It is a measure of how active or mobile a person is. Another important dimension is perceived autonomy in community participation. Perceived autonomy is optimal when a person perceives full control over the decision making of where, when and how to participate [1,4]. Persons with more restricted life-space space or those who depend on assistive devices or personal assistance for out-of-home activities may have less opportunities to participate in meaningful activities in the community [3,5]. However, they may not necessarily perceive their possibilities as restricted [4,6], if they are able to compensate for deficits using available resources (e.g. transportation, social support) [7-9] or if they value different aspects in their life [10,11].

Frailty is a state in which a person does not have reserve capacity to overcome adverse events such as illness or injury, and precedes disability in activities of daily living [12,13]. Although frailty is said to involve multiple deficits, there is no consensus on how to assess frailty (medical conditions and/or functional deficits) [12]. Frailty and pre-frailty defined according to the frailty phenotype – describing functional deficits in five areas – have been associated with increased risks for falls, hospitalization, institutionalization, and mortality [13]. According to our knowledge, relationships between frailty and life-space mobility and perceived autonomy in participation outdoors have not yet been studied. Going less
frequently to the neighborhood and town, a situation reflecting restricted life-space mobility, has been associated with development of the frailty phenotype [14]. Furthermore, reduced general mastery and self-management have been associated with frailty phenotype [15].

We studied relationships between baseline physical frailty status and a) changes in life-space mobility, and b) changes in perceived autonomy in participation outdoors over a two-year period in community-dwelling 75-90-years-old people.

METHODS

These are longitudinal analyses of the “Life-space mobility in old age” (LISPE) cohort comprising 75-90-years-old community-dwelling people living in Muurame and Jyväskylä in Central Finland. The study design and methods have been published previously [16,17]. Briefly, a random sample of 2550 was drawn from the population register. These persons were informed about the study and interviewed by phone to determine eligibility (living independently, able to communicate, residing in recruitment area and willing to participate). Participants signed an informed consent, after which baseline data (N=848) were collected in a home interview. One (N=816) and two (N=761) years later participants were re-interviewed over the phone. By the time of the second follow-up 15 participants had moved to an institutional care facility, 41 participants had died, 12 participants were excluded due to communication problems and 6 participants due to a move outside of the study area. In addition there were non-respondents due to poor health (n=5), unwillingness to participate (n=6) or being out of reach (n=2). The study was approved by the University of Jyväskylä Ethical Committee.
**Life-space mobility** during the preceding 4 weeks was determined with the Life-Space Assessment [3] at baseline and at the one- and two-year follow-up. For each life-space level (bedroom, other rooms, outside home, neighborhood, town, beyond), participants rated how many days a week they attained that level and whether they needed help from another person or assistive devices. A composite score reflecting the distance, frequency and assistance was calculated (range 0-120); higher scores indicate greater mobility. Validity and test-retest reliability (ICC=0.72-.96) of the LSA has been established [3,18,19].

**Perceived autonomy in participation outdoors** was assessed with the Impact on Participation and Autonomy subscale on “autonomy outdoors” [4] at baseline and the two-year follow-up. Participants were asked to rate perceived chances in a) visiting relatives and friends, b) making trips and traveling, c) spending leisure time, d) meeting other people, and e) living life the way they want. The response categories ranged from 0 (very good) to 4 (very poor). A sum score for perceived autonomy in participation outdoors was calculated (range 0-20); higher scores indicate more restrictions. Validity and test-retest reliability (ICC=0.91) of the IPA has been established [4,20].

**Physical frailty phenotype** indicators were: Self-reported *unintentional weight loss* of >5kg in the past year, self-reported *exhaustion* (questions 7 and 20 of Centre for Epidemiologic studies Depression Scale), and *low physical activity* (self-reporting only light physical activity or less [21]), *weakness* (test-based age- and gender-based cut-off values for 5 times chair rise time or inability [22,23]), *slowness* (test-based age- and gender-based cut-off values of 2.44m walk time or inability[22,23]). *Frailty status* was defined as no frailty (0 indicators present), pre-frailty (1-2 indicators), and frailty (≥3 indicators) [13].
Self-reported **number of chronic diseases** was calculated from a list of 22 physician diagnosed chronic diseases and an additional open-ended question about any other physician diagnosed chronic conditions. The Mini-Mental State Examination score (range 0-30) was used as an indicator of **cognitive function**. Data of one participant were excluded from all adjusted analyses due to severely impaired sight that obstructed the administering of the Mini-Mental State Examination. **Age** and **gender** were derived from the national register.

For 10 participants, frailty status could not be defined due to missing frailty indicators, 2 of which were lost to follow-up. Thus, the longitudinal analyses included data of 753 participants. Generalized estimation equation models with unstructured working correlation matrix were used to determine whether life-space mobility and perceived autonomy in participation outdoors (group effect) and their change over time differed between the frailty groups (interaction effect of group by time). Regression coefficients (B), standard errors (SE) and p-values are reported. The analyses were first adjusted for age and sex, and subsequently for number of chronic diseases, and cognitive function. In case of missing data on the outcome variable (life-space mobility N=5 and N=4; and perceived autonomy N=12) at the one- and two-year follow-up, respectively, multivariate imputation by the chained equations (MICE) procedure [24] was used in the generalized estimation equation modeling. IBM SPSS Statistics 20 was used for statistical analyses, and statistical significance was set at P<.05.
RESULTS

Of the analytic sample (N=753), 64% was female, and the participants’ mean age was 80.4±standard deviation 4.1 and the number of chronic diseases reported was 4.4±2.4. At baseline, the life-space mobility score was 65.4±20.1 and the perceived autonomy in participation outdoors score was 6.0±3.7. At baseline, 53% (n=401) of the participants was without frailty, 43% (n=323) was with pre-frailty, and 4% (n=29) with frailty.

The age and sex adjusted generalized estimation equation model showed that life-space mobility was more limited among those with pre-frailty (B=-12.3, SE=1.6, p<.001) and frailty (B=26.0, SE=3.8, p<.001) compared to the reference group without frailty. Figure 1a shows that the rate of decline over time in life-space mobility score was greater among those with pre-frailty and frailty than among those without frailty at baseline. After adjustment for potential confounders, the relationships remained statistically significant (group effect pre-frailty p<.001, frailty p<.001, group by time interaction effect pre-frailty p=.024, frailty p=.007).

Perceived autonomy in participation outdoors was more restricted among those with pre-frailty (B=1.7, SE=0.4, p<.001) and frailty (B=5.6, SE=1.3, p<.001) compared to the reference group without frailty in the age and sex adjusted generalized estimation equation model. The group by time interaction effect was not statistically significant, thus indicating a similar rate of decline in all groups (Figure 1b). When the model was fully adjusted, results were similar (group effect pre-frailty p=.004, frailty p<.001, group by time interaction effect pre-frailty p=.800, frailty p=.285).
DISCUSSION

This study shows that participants with higher levels of baseline physical frailty had more restrictions in life-space mobility and in perceived autonomy in participation outdoors. Thus, both the actual community mobility and the perceived control in the decision making, of when, where and how one wants to go outdoors, were negatively affected by frailty status. The lack of reserve capacity that physical frailty represents [12,13] was associated only with a greater decline in life-space mobility over the two-year follow-up, while changes in perceived autonomy in participation outdoors over time were similar regardless of frailty status. This is in line with previous studies, which also showed that actual and perceived participation should be considered separately [25,26]. In addition, a multi-factorial intervention in participants with some degree of frailty improved life-space mobility, but not satisfaction with participation [27]. Further study is warranted to determine whether compensation strategies [7,8] or changes in valuation of activities [10,11], which were not assessed in our study, may underlie this discrepancy between actual and perceived participation.

This paper is based on a large population-based sample of older people. As in most research involving older people, more frail older people were under-represented in the sample, potentially leading to underestimation of associations found.
KEY POINTS

- Frailty was associated with more restrictions in actual and perceived community participation.
- Frailty was associated with greater decline in life-space mobility over two-years of follow-up.
- Changes in perceived autonomy in participation outdoors over time were independent of frailty status.
- Different factors may underlie restrictions in actual and perceived community participation.
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**FIGURE**

**Figure 1.** Average (and standard deviation) life-space mobility (a) and perceived autonomy in outdoor participation (b) scores at baseline and follow-up according to baseline frailty level, and the group by time interaction effects derived from age and sex adjusted generalized estimation equations models (B=regression coefficient, SE=standard error, Ref.=reference group).